**ANTI-DECUBITUS CUSHION - MADE IN FRANCE**

The Gima line of seat cushions ranges from Gel to Foam Cushions designed to support patients on wheelchair or permanently on chairs. All cushions are supplied with a PU cover (made of waterproof urethane) with zipper and handle. Made in France.

- **28530 BULGEL CUSHION 41x41x3 cm**
- **28531 BULGEL CUSHION 43x43x3 cm**

This anti-decubitus cushion is made of a flame-resistent pocket including a PE foam core covered by an aqueous gel.

**PREVENTION FOR LOW DECUBITUS RISK**

- **28534 VISCO-MOUSS CUSHION 41x41x6 cm**
- **28535 VISCO-MOUSS CUSHION 43x43x6 cm**

Visco Mouss is a pre-shaped moulded cushion made of viscoelastic foam with memory effect. Memory foam is pressure sensitive and moulds quickly to the shape of a body pressing against it, returning to its original shape once the pressure is removed. When the patient moves, the material reacts very quickly to match the new position. Anatomical shape with raised lateral edges and front-back slope improves positioning, stability and comfort when seated.

**PREVENTION FOR HIGH DECUBITUS RISK**

- **28538 GEL AIR 2D CUSHION 41x41x7.5 cm**
- **28539 GEL AIR 2D CUSHION 43x43x7.5 cm**

The Gel Air 2D cushion is made of a contoured moulded viscoelastic foam base (i.e. Visco Mouss') connected to a polyurethane gel insert. The viscoelastic fluid gel (blue pad) ensures maximum pressure relief of vulnerable bony areas while the regular gel and the foam increase the contact surface and maximize pressure relief. The cushion’s shape ensures a good posture while seating and prevents from sliding forward.

**BEDSIDE TABLES**

Epoxy powder coated steel sheet tube or body.

Thermoformed ABS top and drawer. Laminated plastic drawer face and door (27665 and 27666 only) 10 mm thick. Bedside table with door has inner removable shelf and is available in left (L) or right (R) version.

- **27669 BEDSIDE TABLE WITH DRAWER AND LEFT DOOR**
- **27666 BEDSIDE TABLE WITH DRAWER AND RIGHT DOOR**

**BEDSIDE TABLES WITH DRAWER AND DOOR**

Manufactured from high density chipboard panels, borders made of polished sheet steel structure epoxy glass finish 200°. With drawer, door, removable inner shelf and anti-trauma handles.

- **27670 BEDSIDE TABLE - feet**
- **27671 BEDSIDE TABLE - castors Ø 50 mm with lateral bottle holder, overbed table.**

**BEDSIDE TABLE WITH DRAWER, DOOR, BOTTLE - GLASS HOLDER, OVERBED TABLE**

Epoxy powder coated steel sheet body. Thermoformed ABS top with towel holder, lateral bottle and glass holder. Sliding drawer with removable ABS tray. Laminated plastic drawer face and door 10 mm thick. Anti-trauma handles. Revolving, extensible, adjustable height cm 90/110 ABS overbed table top. Removable inner shelf. Plastic grid at bottom. Four revolving castors Ø 60 mm (2 with brake) with bumpers Ø 100 mm.

- **27678 BEDSIDE TABLE WITH OVERBED TABLE - DOUBLE FACE**
- **27679 BEDSIDE TABLE WITH OVERBED TABLE - SINGLE FACE**